
  
 

Mental meandering by SOLAR historian…… vol. 15 August 2018 

  

Most every month we will dig into our archives and ponder on the past and present minutia of our club…..  

I hope in the future to also be a bit of a document of record and comment on current event and perhaps give a historical context.  

Welcome to my mad mad world of run on sentences and mental meandering 

  

Three SOLAR historians get in a car…… 

 

No this is not a joke with a fantastic introspective zinger as a punch line but this is the start of the topic for this Past Tents episode…. 

  

A while back I let some east side SOLAR friends know about a garden tour I was going on, it centered on Mt Clemens and the historic 

Crocker House then emanated out from there. We arrived, got our tickets after a rendezvous for breakfast, map in hand, descriptions of stops 

in the neighborhood and we were off. Good to have those land nav skills too, driving is much better with two navigators…..along the way we 

found a stop was the Michigan Transit Museum and we also found out (or I did) that all three travelers were at one time SOLAR historians. 

 

I also found out several more familiar folks were too…… I must pay better attention when they ask who has been on Steering Committee 

before…..a lot of people have served in that capacity for the club….. (HINT, historian is a good entry for more involvement in the club at 

next elections) 

 

Anyhow here are some comments, thoughts and links to inspire trips close to home. I hope to get two in one day next year, if someone wants 

to as well we can plan and run it for the club together……. 

  

I have got to get in my Train-ing 

 

I already alluded to the Michigan Transit Museum and it is cool all by itself, a train station housing memorabilia from the passenger and 

freight days that serviced many local communities in the area. You can look at the station placards and models and you will surely recognize 

familiar names. The station guide was knowledgeable not only about the train but had info on several historical groups in the area. 

 

I found out that the MTM runs a train, more accurately historically appropriate railway equipment, locomotives, streetcars, rapid transit car, 

interurban coach and other rolling stock… it also offers short rides on the railroad spur of the former Mount Clemens Sugar Company, now 

owned by the MTM.  

 

The very next weekend an article came out in print, this is a nice link to a previous article and one to the MTM  

 

https://www.candgnews.com/news/all-aboard-michigan-transit-museums-2017-train-ride-season-101718 

 

https://www.michigantransitmuseum.com/ 

 

 

It’s not all up in the air 

 

The second Museum we found out about was the Selfridge Air Museum located on Selfridge ANG Base located near Mt. Clemens MI  

At one time the MTM went into the base and dropped off passengers to view the Selfridge Air Museum. Due to security the base does not 

allow that convenient trip for history buffs….. that’s past …..but they still offer a great low price, high value, mostly outside tour of their 

collection of historical planes that looks like it is well worth the visit…… 

 

http://www.selfridgeairmuseum.org/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAAU4-__gzU take a look at this old cool news reel type, of Mt Clemens and Selfridge history…..1951 

 

https://www.candgnews.com/news/all-aboard-michigan-transit-museums-2017-train-ride-season-101718
https://www.michigantransitmuseum.com/
http://www.selfridgeairmuseum.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAAU4-__gzU


 
 

 

Could use a Scan in Hand 

 

I got some results from my recent request for past newsletters, three members have the print from back to about 1992. A portion of them are 

already digitized (2010, 11, 12,13, 15 & 16), so only about 15 more years to go. I am not sure where the digital divide is when we went full 

on electronic publishing but reports are that I will have access to hand written versions…… 

 

I do however have a request, not only to the horders of cool newletters which have said I can borrow them but also to you tech folks…. 

 

I NEED TO BORROW A SCANNER 
 

Perhaps you have one that I can use for this task, summer might see some progress but I envision dark nights working on this, perhaps during 

the winter when work has a shut down. I will also ask at the general meeting but wouldn’t it be nice that I give you public credit and 

adulation instead of begging. Please think about loaning me your tech, this would give you massive street cred and bolster your resume as a 

being part of the historical sub-committee of document preservation and access. That would look so good and very impressive……. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

Weather or not 

 

Last general meeting we had a speaker on weather development, warning systems and identifying storms. Some were at a high level (pun 

intended) other country wide but others revealed to me the why on things noticed while out in the world….. 

 

I have only traveled once with a weather radio, it was a long trip and before the advent of smart phones to get updates, it had the advantage 

of being water proof and with an emergency call beacon, good stuff for a kayak trip on a rather large lake….The presenter went through why 

watches and warnings were put out but also percentages when they occur and accuracy, very insightful. 

 

I often recognize rain coming when the wind picks up just be for the storm, we saw pictures of the air rushing up into the cloud formation 

and just prior to the rain condensing out. It is neat to now know the reason and this feature of a storm will continue to help me gauge weather 

I have time to set that tent up or get out my rain gear, here it comes is what that wind is saying, I for one will listen….. 

 

 

Next Two:   PSA (public service announcement) for upcoming presentations at our SOLAR general meetings…..  

 

August 28th 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



September 25th 

 

 
 

 
 


